
GRADE TEAM ANALYSIS AND EVIDENCE PRIOR TO

TEACHING A MINI-UNIT (BLOCK OF TIME) PROTOCOL 

1) What are the agreed upon essential learning standards to be taught
over the next month?  What are the key learning targets?  As a team,
study, unwrap, discuss, prioritize, and make sense of standards.

2) What are the key instructional practices that align to each standard?
(ex. Mathematical Practices).

Grade: 

In Attendance: 

Evidence of Learning chosen  by the team: 

Agenda:  5 minutes for each question 

Meeting Norms: 
We will be on time  
We will be prepared  
We will respect each other  
We will be engaged  
We will listen to each other 
We will welcome conflict  
We will follow the agenda   

Form D



3) How will we integrate student collaboration into daily lessons? Review
and discuss.  What does it look like in your room?

4) Based on evidence from last year, identify the areas in which students
in general struggled with unit.  What were the causes?



5) Create and discuss common evidence of learning or formative
assessment to measure if students mastered the learning targets.
What piece of common evidence or evidence will you analyze and
discuss at the end of the month?   Date of assessment ______

6) Create success criteria.   What are the scoring expectations: advanced,
mastery, and below?



7) What are the higher level tasks to be used in class during the next
month that align to the essential standards?  Discuss success criteria.

8) What is the key vocabulary, prior knowledge, and prerequisite skills
needed in order to master the unit?  How can we scaffold? Enrich and
extend?

Next Meeting: ______________________    Focus: ____________________________


	GRADE: 7
	month that align to the essential standards Discuss success criteria: encouragement to create a more complex stained glass project analyzing and understanding the differences between 2D and 3D figures, explain what happens to the measurements of the figures when changing from 2D to 3D. Consistent use of measurements and  conversions 
	Learning Targets: Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the relationships between them.Draw (freehand, with ruler and protractor, and with technology) geometric shapes with given conditions. Focus on constructing triangles from three measures of angles or sides, noticing when the conditions determine a unique triangle, more than one triangle, or no triangle.Use facts about supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent angles in a multi-step problem to write and solve simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure.Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume.Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric figures, including computing actual lengths and areas from a scale drawing and reproducing a scale drawing at a different scaleDescribe the two-dimensional figures that result from slicing three-dimensional figures, as in plane sections of right rectangular prisms and right rectangular pyramids.
	Instructional Practices: Use appropriate tools strategically  Modeling in mathematics look for structure attention to precision
	Student Collaboration: white boards partner measurement check review games kahoot (game) 
	Student Struggles: measuring angles ( difference between degrees and inches) Vocabulary understanding and naming units of measure explaining area and volume 
	Success Criteria: Stained glass window Mastery: Complete stained glass project with accurate measurements. Advanced: Complex design stained glass project with accurate measurements.  Quizzes: Mastery: 75% - 89%    Advanced: 90 or higher 
	Knowledge: Two-dimensional figureSurface areaIntersecting linesVertexComplementary anglesSupplementary anglesRight rectangular prismComposeDecomposeNetsAreaVolumePolygon (and various types)Right angleAcute angleObtuse angleAngle measure
	Common Evidence: Stained glass window project and weekly quizzes quiz 3/4  constructing two dimensional figures and describing trianglesquiz 3/11 Area and perimeterquiz 3/18 TBAquiz 3/25 TBA   
	Date: every friday 
	Staff: Kate, Deonta, Heather 
	Grade: 7
	Evidence: [Common Formative ]
	Next Meeting: TBA 
	Focus: Post Unit 


